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Airship Dreams: Brief  

Community Influencer / Community Engager  

 

We are looking for an energetic individual/influencer to engage the Bedford community in sharing their 

“Airship Dreams” (memories, stories and imaginings of airships & flight) for this place-making project. 

 
The Influencer will work closely with the Keeper of Social History at The Higgins Bedford to be the public 
face of a digital campaign, beginning during “Covid-19 lockdown”, to capture the dreams of the local 
community for use by artists working on this project to create multi-disciplinary artwork and exhibition in 
Autumn 2020.   
 
 
About the Project  
 
In an era without precedent, as global lockdown conditions reduce the flow of international travel to a 

trickle, Airship Dreams looks back to a time when air travel was a distant aspiration; an almost 

unimaginable and futuristic technological feat that would reshape our relationship to the planet. It 

invites consideration of the future of air travel at a juncture in its history, a rare and precious 

opportunity to examine and reimagine our relationship with aviation technology and the natural world. 

Airship Dreams is a place-making project, a heritage-led artistic enquiry into Bedford’s identity as the 
historical centre of the UK’s airship industry. Bedford’s place in the history of aviation remains relatively 
uncelebrated in the town itself, reduced to traces found in its architecture and transgenerational 
collective memory. Airship Dreams will reinvigorate this memory, with a view to establishing community 
desire for a permanent memorial or archive by 2030. 
 
Working in partnership with The Higgins and the Airship Heritage Trust, we will commission artist Mike 
Stubbs to work with people of all ages in Bedford to make new artwork, and explore, collect and curate 
archival and newly sourced airship heritage material & memories. Bedford’s history and present will 
serve not only as the inspiration, but also as the raw material for creating new works of art. 
 
Mike and BCA now invite proposals from an individual collaborate on this project’s community 
engagement during Summer 2020 for exhibition/performance in Autumn 2020 (subject to impact of 
Covid-19).  
 
There are 5 strands to this project which consist of:  
 

1. A public engagement programme resulting in a community curated archive of artefacts & stories 
shared physically & digitally using Historypin.   
  

2. A schools STEAM programme combining heritage with other curriculum subjects like Science and 
Maths.         
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3. A contemporary art installation in The Higgins Bedford from Oct 2020-Mar 2021 comprising video 
and sound materials, sculptural elements  and projection, re-mixing archive material of block-
buster and sci-fi films, historic archive material of airships and the Cardington Sheds (formally 
home of the R101 and now motion picture studios), voices and reminiscences of local 
people asking questions and evoking a sense of mystery and excitement of the historic airship 
program.  This immersive installation will explore flight and fantasy, exploration, greed and folly.  

 
4. A site-specific (outdoor) media art performance event commemorating the last flight of the R101 

from Cardington in October 1930.  
 

5. A linear video artwork version for exhibition or performance.  
 
This Brief relates to the process of engaging the community in the project and collecting their 

contributions for use by the artists and The Higgins Bedford in the community curated archive and the 

creation of artworks for the exhibition and live event.   

 
Project Aims    

 
Themes:  Flight & Fantasy; Endeavour; Futuristic Flight; Environment, Lost 

Technology, Memorialisastion, Greed and Folly  

 
● To engage wide numbers of the community in the Airship heritage of Bedford and support them 

in creating a sense of pride and ownership of their local history.    
● To capture community stories and memories in a creative and innovative way with powerful 

emotive impact and a lasting digital legacy.    
● To explore the community’s response and imagination for how flight and travel may be in the 

future and consider forgotten, lost and possible Airship futures.    
● To create a spectacular event that attracts considerable PR attention and wide audiences 

including local residents, school children, heritage enthusiasts, artistic and heritage peers, and 
critics.  

● To enliven archive material through engagement with contemporary arts practice rooted in a 
community context.    

● To support the community in actively engaging with their heritage and shaping a curated 
outcome.  

 

Description of the proposed online Community Engagement Programme  

The Community Influencer will lead the community in a digital process of sharing and compiling their 

memories of the past and their dreams for the future and in particular, “Airship Dreams”.   

“Dreams” can include memories, imaginings, artefacts, stories around Bedford’s Airship history and 

imagined futuristic flight.   

The Community Influencer will be the public face of the campaign, encouraging people to share their 

stories. 
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People will be encouraged to find a biscuit tin in their homes to capture their “Dreams” in.   

“Dreams” can include: 

• Memories of the Cardington Sheds, the R101 and Airships in Bedford (captured as letters, 

written notes, poems, songs, recordings of spoken stories etc) 

• Oral histories & anecdotes recorded in audio or video (and can be captured by younger 

relatives contacting their older relatives during lockdown) 

• Drawings, poems, homemade models, sculptures of “imagined” airships, remembered 

airships and future air travel hopes  

• Historic artefacts & keepsakes (such as models, objects, collection items) 

• Digital drawings 

• Photos – real & “doctored” to fit an imagined dream  

The creative team will work with the Community Influencer to select the best digital methods for 

collecting, curating, editing and digitally sharing material and for considering any items that could be 

borrowed for a physical exhibition in the Autumn 2020.     

Current suggestions include:  

● An online location for uploading/sharing & curating memories in line with the Influencer’s 

favoured channels e.g. Instagram, Facebook page, Youtube.  

● Partnering with a local radio station to secure a regular slot/interviews that encourage phone-

ins, sharing of this week’s best shares etc  

● Asking local people to keep “dreams” in their biscuit tins & homes & store them up for a future 

“face to face” unboxing (un-tinning) event after lockdown.   

● Booking a slot to receive a phone call / video call with the Community Influencer or Keeper of 

Social History (Higgins) to talk through their ideas so that the Community Influencer can re-

interpret them.    

● Encouraging the creation of “virtual” airship dreams such as games/codings, digital image 

designs, films etc  

During the campaign the influencer will also “host” a series of digital workshops to inspire the 

community to prepare & collect their “dreams”.   

Example Digital Workshop Programme Ideas  

Paint your tin – online workshop with a visual artist (miniaturist) to decorate your biscuit tin for sharing 

your memories in. 

Weekly video-cast/vlog from the Community Influencer compiling this week’s best picks of all the 

material shared online &or researched directly) 

Virtual Higgins Tour – virtual tour of Higgins’ Cardington Sheds and Airships collections including a Q&A 

with the Keeper of Social History, Lydia Saul    
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Talks & Interviews – interviews with the creative team of artists and historians about their inspiration 

for the project and research to date  

 

Proposed Timeline  

NB: This timeline will be subject to the ever-changing influence of the Covid-19 outbreak.   

Spring - Summer  Virtual community engagement programme  

Early Autumn  A public sharing event where everyone brings their tins to share & discuss with 

the creative team  

Autumn  Professional record of community stories, oral histories captured during 

lockdown that can now be explored further.  

   Tins, stories & artefacts borrowed for inclusion in the exhibition event  

We appreciate the need to be flexible during the outbreak of Covid-19 and request flexibility from the 

artist to consider a broad timetable if necessary that could stretch further into the Autumn as necessity 

dictates.   

 

The Brief  

We are inviting proposals from individuals who can: 

● Confidently front the campaign publicly – building rapport with people from a range of 

backgrounds and ages and taking a true interest in the subject matter. They must be dynamic, 

charismatic, warm and engaging.  

● Design, film and edit video & audio material for digital release or “broadcast” from their own 

homes, at times incorporating footage supplied by other partners, artists or the public. 

● Review and “curate” material submitted through digital channels by the public and “present” an 

edit of the best pieces for sharing online on a regular basis throughout the time period, working 

closely with the Keeper of Social History at The Higgins Bedford.   

● Interview and speak with members of the public directly to listen to and capture stories, 

memories & ideas for reflection in presented broadcasts. 

● Be interviewed by the press to raise the profile of the campaign and drive awareness/build 

reach.  

● Use their existing influence and following (desirable) to reach a wide range of participants.   

● Be available to attend a public event later in 2020 to meet community participants face to face 

and “host” a public sharing event.  

Our ideas are not set in stone and we are keen to hear from individuals with suggestions and creative 
responses to the concept that can enable a truly relevant project during unprecedented times.   
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Fee  
  
Total fee is £5,000 for the project to include all presenting, collecting and editing of material and any 
public engagements during the project. The fee should be inclusive of any VAT, if applicable.    
 
Reasonable travel and expenses may also be covered separately by advance agreement.   
 
This is a freelance contract.  The artist will be liable for their own tax, insurance and pension 
contribution.  This is not an employment contract.    
 
 
 
Submission Process  
  
Candidates wishing to apply should submit a video presentation of no more than 3 minutes explaining 
how they will respond to the brief and outlining the following:  
  

● Relevant experience of digital “influencing”, presenting & digital performance 
● Their current “following” or reach on relevant online media channels & which platforms are            
currently used  
● Experience of working with the community   
● Approach to delivering the component parts of the brief   
● Two referees for their work in a relevant context   

  
Submissions should be uploaded to an appropriate online storage space and a link sent by email with 
any other relevant information to office@bedfordcreativearts.org.uk by 5pm 17th April 2020.     
  
Questions may be asked in advance by email to clarify the brief using the address above.   
  

 
Selection Process   
  
Mike Stubbs (artist), Lydia Saul (Keeper of Social History) and re representative from BCA will be 
involved in the shortlisting and selection process.  Candidates may be requested to attend 
interview (which will be held virtually).    
 
   
Eligibility   
  
We welcome applications from artists at various stages of their career and from a variety of 
demographic backgrounds.    
  
A DBS check will be required for any unsupervised work with the community.   
 
Preference will be given to candidates living and operating in Bedfordshire.   
  
  

mailto:office@bedfordcreativearts.org.uk
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About Bedford Creative Arts  
 
Bedford Creative Arts is a contemporary arts organisation that has worked across Bedfordshire for 30 
years. It is committed to commissioning high quality art in communities, working with people to make 
great art in response to the place where they live. We work at different levels, from light participation to 
deeper collaborative projects between artists and the public. Throughout our work we seek to make 
new work that is accessible and engaging for audiences, and questions and develops social practice 
within contemporary art. Bedford Creative Arts also delivers The Culture Challenge programme for 
schools and is an Arts Council England national portfolio organisation.     
www.bedfordcreativearts.org.uk   
 
About The Higgins Bedford  
 
The Higgins Bedford showcases wonderful and varied collections including fine and decorative arts, 
world-class watercolour and prints and unique groups of work. The Higgins Bedford explores 
the inspiring stories of local people and encourages a ‘sense of place’ for Bedford and the surrounding 
area. Using collections of archaeology, social history and ethnography, the museum shows how the 
town of Bedford has developed. The Higgins Bedford is a Bedford Borough Council cultural service. 
www.higginsbedford.org.uk   
 
About Mike Stubbs  
 
Mike is an artist, the Artistic Director for Doncaster Creates and artist mentor.  

He has won major international awards for his own work including: Next Art, Tainan 2019, 1st Prize 

WRO Biennale, Poland 2005; Barbara London Prize for Cultural Quarter at the 2003 Echigo-Tsumari Art 

Triennial, Japan. His artwork has been transmitted by Channel 4, BBC and STV, has work in major 

collections and has major exhibitions including a monograph at Baltic Art Centre, Newcastle and video 

retrospective at Tate Britain.  For 12 years he was the Director of FACT, Liverpool, jointly appointed as 

Professor of Art, Media and Curating by LJMU in 2007. 

https://www.mikestubbsart.com/   

 

http://www.bedfordcreativearts.org.uk/
https://www.mikestubbsart.com/

